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PREFACE 
Spinaeh and cruei.terous greens en-ops have been grown on a commercial 
scale in the .Arkansas River Valley of' Oklahoma for over twenty years. 
Dtn'ing the early period or development of the industry serious infesta-
tions or insect pests were apparently infrequent and loca l in range. 
By 1946 insect outbreaks bad become more common and in that year several 
canners and growers in the industry requested assistance from the De-
partment .~r Entomology of the Oklahoma Agriculttn'al Experiment. Station. 
Research in progress by the writer on vegetable insect control was ex-
panded in 1946 to include an investigat ion of insect pests on greens 
crops. 'The investigation remains i µ progress at the present time . 
This paper, however., is limited to a report on the results of stuiles 
made .from 1946 to 1952 inclusive on the control and seasonal develop-
ment of the two important aphid species oocutTing as pests on greens 
-crops. 
The writer is happy to acknowledge valuable assistance by a num-
ber of individuals and organizations. Dr. V. G,. Heller and Mr. Paul 
W_. Solomon of the Department of Agriculttn'al Chemistry Research made 
the chemical analyses for insectieide residues. Mr . Charles Galleotl_, 
Dr. H.B. ~ordner, and Dr. F. B. Cross of the Department of Horticul-
ttn'e provided plots of the various crops for f i eld tests and gaTe as-
sistance in applying the insecticides and in collecting samples. Dr. 
D. E •. Howell supervised residue tests made in 1951-52, dtn'ing the 
absence of the writer, and gave critica l advice on the preparation ot 
V 
the manuscript. Dr. F. A. Fenton served as chairman of the writer's 
graduate committee and gave valuable cotmsel on experimental procedure., 
The Ozark Canners Association and many individual canners and growers 
rendered important aid by processing samples or by providing crops for 
field tests. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The production. ot. green.a crops for eann1ag and tor the fresh marke\ 
la en important industry in the Arkanas River Valle7 or Oklahoma. The 
crops in order or importance are spinach, DillStard, turnips, and kale. 
Obaerw.tions made d~ing 1946 to 1949 indicated that the combined acre-
age planted to 11ustard, tlill"nip and tale was almost equal to the sp1nach 
acreage. The greater part or the production ·or these crops is canned. 
l>uring the past ten years the acreage planted to theae ·m-opa bas in-
creased.J. and as production has become mQre intenair.t.ed in. this area, 
insect problems have beCOllle more acute. At, certain times pl.ant inJ'llr7 
by insects J1JB.1' become a llllliting ractor in production. However, the 
11ost impart_ant damage due to insects I.a the contamination ot food prod-
lllets cauaed by the _preaence or inaect bodies, cast sld.na, and other 
debris. Rigid enforcement or regulationa prohibitingitteeot eontam1ua-
t1on of products on sale makes a high level ot inaect control mandato17 
Aphids constitute the most important insect peats or greens arops 
1P Oklahoma on the basis of aTerage annual losses. , The presence or llv ... 
ing host plants throughout the year and the type or cll1U.tic conditions 
. 
cisting during the tall, winter and spring, when these crops ere grow,. 
cause certain aphid species to be particw.ar]T well ads;pted to the en-
. . 
'rir9nment. The species of chief' importance are the green peach aphid, 
l:&rzus persicae (Sulz.), and the turnip aphid, Rhoajosi\>)Jum pselfdolraeu,., 
(Davis}.. The green~ aphid ls the QnlJr s,peoia.s o.f iJwOrtance on 
2 
spinach. The turnip aphid was collected from. spinach a number of times 
but it was not observed to establish colonies there. It was consider-
ed as having "over-flowed" from infested crucifers. Both species in-
fasted the cruciferous crops but in all cases observed the turnip aphid 
was the dominant species on these crops. The relatively low populations 
of the green peach aphid on crucifers was or importance, however, in 
that they appeared to frequently act as a source of infestation by this 
species of spinach. 
-
other insect pests or importance on these crops incluied the dia-
monback moth larva, Plutella maculipennis . (Curt.) on the crucifers and 
the seed-corn maggot, Hylema cilicrura (Rond.), on spinach. Although 
a considerable amount of data were obtained concerning the control and 
seasonal history of these species the data presented in this paper were 
limited to those concerning the aphid species. 
REVIlW OF LITERATURE 
The Green Peach Aphid 
The accepted ,comm.on naae ,of the green peach aphid, (MueNbeck, 
19S0), was apparently tirst applied to Mym persiqg by Teyloi- (1908). 
The species was orig1nalq deacribed .in the genus APW:1 (Sulzer, 17?6 
p ,. l.05). It has a very extensive s,nonom;r due to its cosmopolitan dis-
tribution, JWV' host. plants,. and variation in the SUlllller .and f'all toras .. 
The mamer and tall to.res posNSJS swollen corn1e1es characteristic ot 
the genus RhqRfloaiph)lll . but the --1>ers of the spring generation exhibit 
cylindrical cornioles which constitutes a characteristic- of the genus 
MriV• fba synonoiv or Mqus persieg (Suls.), according to Esaig 
(1948) is as followst 
,ApJds pertJ&ae Sulzer (1776) 
~ dianthi Schrank (1801) 
Aphis yu1gar1s Kyber (1915) 
Aphia f)Jrcipea Ratineaqtts (1817) 
iA;phip tlPM Curtis (1~) 
Aph11 nstator Smee (1846) 
1Aphi• smnogloa@i Walker- (1848) 
,Apbis egreya We.ll:er (1849) 
Aph11 Nelpps Walker (1849) 
,Aphis 1:uqta Walker (1849) 
Aphis persigaecola BoisdUftl. (1867} 
Siphonophora isbXnmk• Monell (1879) 
Rhope.lsiph]lll twtriee Tbo•a ( 1879) 
Mgus ww Oenl\lDd (18S6) 
Mm, PKCfPU1 Sanderson (1901) 
Rpopalodph111 poJ•n1 Theobald (1912) 
Bhopalosiph)P bekf Theobald (1913) 
Rhope,losiphJR lactucellpa Theobald (1"915) RhoPf};~ tuberose) Jn@ Theobald 
·1919 · 
Essig (1948) and Mason (1940) give technical de.seript1ons ot the 
' 
'V8!'1ous ' forms. produced. Essig (1948) . states1 
••• The green peach aphid is without doubt the most important 
economic species 1n the entire· Family Aphididae. It is not 
onl.7 cosmopolitan in distribution Slid teeds·on more varieties -
or boat. plants, but- it is also capable of transmitting more 
kinda or plant viruses than any other insect known at the pres-
ent time. 
Gillette and Taylor (1908) stated it waa the most abundant speeiea 
on peach in Colorado. Chittenden (l.909) pointed out that the damage 
to cabbage, spinach, celery., and lettuce in the Norfolk, Virginia truci... 
1ng section in 19<Yl was estimated at $750,000. Wilson (1913) reported 
J. w:s1cy as damagSng peach blosSOlllS and leaves in Oregon. Smith 
(1917) ., Gould (19JO), Ise'.cy' (1<)46) .and Dl8DT others have reported aeri-
. oua damage to trlJclt crop!! in man;y sections of the. countr,, during the 
first ha1r ot the century~ 'the earliest published record or,!{. pers±cae 
as occurring in the United States appears to be by' Thoas (1S76). The 
gretm peach aphid has caused damage to potatoes, especial.17 as a vectaz,, 
or disease (Sll!l)aon and .Shanda, 1949J Davis and Landis.,. 19S1}. In re-
cent years .it bas occurred as a pest on to'baeco (Chaaberlin, 1949; . 
Creighton, 1947; Turner, 1949). 
}Vzus W&N has an unusual~ .long and varied list ot host. plants. 
Horaf'all (1924} listed one hundred and six plants in this category. 
Patch (1938) reported three hundred and tventy--tvo species and varietiea 
or. host plants belo~ to sixt;,-eight dirf~ent families.. Essig 
(1948) recorded three hundred and fifty-one species and varieties troll 
-
Calltornia. Tay-lor (1908) stmied the biol.ogy and seasonal development 
or the species in Colorado. The peach, nectarine, plum, prune, cher:t7; 
chokecherry, willov and rose vere f'ound to "1"V8 as vinter hosts. Dtn--
ing the SUllllll8r aphids ted on such herbaceous plants as potato,. '.f;W'?lip, 
rape,. cabbage, tomato, r:-alae-mallov, yellowdock, rearoot, mustard, 
shepherd's purse, eggplant, enapdragon, carnation and rhubarb. The . 
tall Digrants /returned to . the winter hosts by mid-8eptember to early 
October. stJm-mothera began hatching by mid-February to early March.· 
iMigra:tion vaa wll ~er way to other ho at.a Q3' earl: ~ •. Horsfall 
(1924) 'made similar observation·s in Pennsylvania. Patch (1925) con-
eluded the peaeh tree WJ:\S the true overwintering host . ,Davis and Landls · 
(1951) studied the relation of green peach aphid infestations on peaches 
. . 
to outbreaks on potatoes in Washington. It was found that the presence 
.of peach trees in the potato growing districts was associated with 
early infestations on potatoes . Simpson am Shands (19-49) reported 
species of wild plum wre satisfactory winter host plants. Sanborn 
(1904), Wadley (1922), and King {1952) recorded collections from peach 
in Kansas. King observed deposition of eggs on peach and made a. seriea 
of observations ef the species on winter and summer hosts. 
By 1876 11• per@!cae vas widely distributed over the United States· 
on peaches but vas not classed as doing important damage. Thomas (1876) 
snggested infested plants be drenched or sprinkled with strong soapsuda, 
-weak lye solution, tobacco i,m.ter ,. or a- mixture of soapsnds and tobacco, 
water. Townsend (1891) recommended, in addition to the above, the use1 
of sprays or dusts containing pyrethrum or hellebore.. By 1908 }1. 
persicae had become a serious pest on peaches in Colorado. Taylor 
(1908) recormnended .kerosene emulsion, tobacco decoction, or 'lBlaek 
~ Extra.et g! ,Tobae90 in vater. Within the next £ev years· standard-t 
ized nicotine concentrates wre developed and control practices for 
the green peach and other aphids on a number of crops became very 
general. Unti?- the introduction of the synthetic organic insecticide$ 
in the 1940 's nicotine remained the leading aphieide. A rev workers' 
reconrnended either rotenone or pyrethrum as substitutes for nicotine 
(Cory and F..aton, 1929; deJimg, 1929; Chupp and ·le:bby, 1942). 
Beginning in 1944,. a number of workers reported on the effe~ts· 
of DDT on the green peach aphid (Wiegel,. 1944). Hill (1945) and . 
Simpson and Shands (1949) reported satisfactory control on potatoes 
and Oyri.sko et al. (1946) fmmi DDT to be superior to nicotine or 
rotenone. Sylvester (194~ rated DDT and parathion as equal in .effe().. 
tiveness. DDT was effective on H· persicae on apples (Newton, 1947) 
and superior to nicotine on peaches (Yothers and Carlson, 1948). 
Isel7 and Miner (1946) obtained 96 to lOO percent mortality of ,H. 
. ' ' 
. . 
persicae with dusts containing benzene hexachloride in hand application 
tests on spinach. They attributed much of the effectiTeness of the 
benzene hexachloride to its fwnigating act.ion. Srivastava (1947), in 
laboratory tests, demonstrated the fwn!gative action on several aphid 
. species. Bacon and Walz (1947) reported .3 percent nicotine, 3 percent 
hexaethyl tetra.phosphate and benzene hexachloride, (1 percent gamma 
!saner) to be approx:1.Jnately eq-q.al in tests on spinach .. 
The Turnip Aphid 
The common name, turnip aphid, appears to have been first applied 
to Rhopaloeiphtun pseudobrassioae (Davis) by Paddock (1915). The 
species was described as. Aphis Dsettdobrassicae by Davis (1914, p. 231). 
Because of its close resemblanoe to the cabbage aphid, Brevioo:ryne 
brassicae (Linnaeus), the tvo species were no doubt of'ten confused 
prior to 1914. Essig (1948) listed I.4.pahis pseudobrassicae (Davis) 
and Aphis mathiolellae Theobald as synonyms. 
By 1915 the turnip aphid had been reported from New York, 
Imiana, Minnesota, Cltl.ahoma, Texas, I.ouisiana, and Florida (Paddock,. 
1915).. At the present it :is widely distriba.t.ed in the United States 
and causes heavy losses to growers or croeiferous crops-, especially' 
in the South. The estimated average anm.ial ,loss in Texas, Loui.siana, 
Mississippi~ Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and South Car:blina is about 
$2,800,000 (Allen and Harrison, 1941). 
ji. pseudobrassicae bas a much shorter and mu.ch more restricted 
list of' host plants than H,. persicae. Patch (1939) listed 26 species 
o~ food plants belonging to five families. Twenty of these belonged 
to the mstard or Oruciferae Family., Essig (1948) reported JO species· 
and varieties of hosts in Calif"orma. henty-tour of the hosts were 
crucifers. All host species reported to date are herbaceous plants. 
Harrison and Allen (1943) listed turnip, mustard, and radish as the 
favorite food plants. They reported that the highest-populations am 
the greatest damage occurred during November to March in Louisiana. 
They were of the opinion that the very lov populations found during 
the summer months did not account for all of the fall population. 
This oondition has been observed by other vorkers but no satisfactory 
explanation ,has been proposed. 
Paddock (1915) collected the species f'rom turnip, radish, cabbage, 
caulif lower, mustard, kale, rutabaga, lettuce, bean,, rape, kohl-rab.i, 
and collard in Texas. He found aphids remained active on their food 
plants throughout the 'Winter. In the northern part of the state at 
Wichita Falls, reproduction vas suppressed for several days or weeks 
during periods of sub-freezing temperature. He found the aphids pre-, 
ferred both turnip and radish to mustard. Paddock also reported dif- , 
ficulty in fiDiing aphids during the summer months. No sexual stagea 
of t he species were found. Davis and Satterthvait (1916) studied th 
life history aixl seasonal history in Indiana. 'Harrison and Allen (1943) 
stated that: "On December 23,, 1932, L. B. Reed collected from mustard 
a~ Chadbourn, No~h Carolina, specimens of wingless and ov:iparC1Us 
8 
female aphids which were identified by P. w. Mason as l!· psem.obrassiolt·' 
For control ot ,R. psemobrassicae on oruciters, early workers 
(Paddock, 1915; Davia and Satterthwait, 1916) suggested the use, of soap 
solutions or soap solutions plus nicotine. Hull (1929) found standard 
treatments with nicotine and pyrethrum to be unsatisfactory because or 
lov temper~tures and high v.tnds in tests in !fexas. Harrison and Allen 
(1943) conducted an extensive testing, program on .crucffers .in Louisiana 
during 1932 thr-ough 1938. The most successful material was one percent. 
rotenone with tobacco dust and dusting sulphur as diluents. Dusts 
containing 3 per-cent nicotine also gave good initial control but pro-
vided only a brie! period or protection, and where repeated several 
times, caused stl.Dltillg and reduction in plant quality. Sprays were 
less effective than du.ts containing the same torlcants. Plants, grow 
in rows could be more effectively treated than those planted broadcast~ 
Howard (1944) found 3 percent nicotine dust to be slightly better than 
one percent rotenone and considerably more ef'f'ectlve than one percent 
DDT dust. Isely and Miner (1946) as a result of work in Arkansas, 
stated dusts containing benzene he.xachlo!ide appeared to give effective 
control or the turnip aphids on mustard. In laboratory tests, Brooks 
(1947) found one percent hexachloride dust gave better control of B· 
pseµdobrassicae on kale than 3 percent nicotine dust. Wene (1949a) 
conducted an extensive series or dusting teat in southern Texas with 
hand eqldpment on turnip, mustard, and radish. One percent dusts of 
either parathion or lindane gave excellent results. Nicotine dusts 
gave high initial kills, but the surviving aphids rapidlJr increased • 
. combinations of pyrethrins, rotenone and piperonyl cyclohexenone and / 
~ ---- - ~ ---
pyretbrins with DDT did not give satisfactory control. In other tests 
9 
on radish (Wene f.19!+9b~ parathion and lindane gave higher kills than 
rotenone or nicotine at 24 hours but counts made at- the end or · seven 
de.ya showed rotenone to be as effee:tive as the first two materials. 
Because of its relation to public health, the amount of inpe.cti-
cid.al residues re11181n:1ng on perts or treated plants used for food is ol 
speeial impor~ce. A reviev of the .llterattre reveals that a number 
of factors affect. the amount of insecticidal residues remaining on 
plants at harTe.st time. These inclme the time between treatment and 
harvest, rate of application, rate of decomposition or degradation as, 
determined by the type of insecticide aDlli formulation, the amount 0£ 
plant grovth following treatJnent, field environmental conditions, and 
processing ot the food products. Hamilton (1929) shoved the amount or 
residue on apple foliage was inversely proportional to the rate or leaf' 
growth.. When the growth rate was al.ow, veathering was the most impor-
tant factor in resid11e reduction. Decker (1946) conclmed from a re-
view of publications that the time between treatment and harvest was 
more 1mpc,rtant than the rate o£ application on the amount of residue 
present. Arant (1948) fotmd that fotr to five weeks or weathering plus 
J the process o·r bailing removed nearly all or DDT residues on peanut hay-. 
----
t"'leck (1944) reported the rate or volatilization of DDT was too slow 
to be :i,inportant in reducing its residues. Allen and Berck (1950) showod 
DDT. residues on celery increased wit~ the rate 'Of applioation. 
Sloan et al (195la -and 195ib) showed that: (a) the amount or DDT reaid• 
t:>n lettuce. increased with the. rate or .application and the number or 
applications - this trend was less consistent in the case of· parathion 
residues (b) weathering reduced the residues of DDT and parathion by 
80 and 90 percent, respectively (c.) plant growth, alone, reduced DDT 
10 
residues by 73 percent.. Ginsburg et a;i.. (1949) stated rainf""all decrea&-
ed residues. An increase in spray conc~ntra:tions or. decrease in time 
betveen treatment and harvest resulted in an increase in parathion . 
residues on apples (Westlake and Fahey, 1950)., . Stansbury" and Dahm 
(1951) found' commercial dehydration reduced lfPP&:¥ residues on alf'alf'a 
as follows: parathion, 84 percent;- chlordane, 81 percent; . aldrln, 69 
~cent; toxa-phene, 66 percent. ·~ 
Decker et al. (1950) determined the residue loss at certain inter-
vals after treatment from mature apple and peach foliage. The percent 
loss at seven days for each compound was as follows: parathion, 97; 
llndane, 90; to:xaphene, "12; DDT, 59; aldrin, 55. By the twenty-first 
day the respective reductions 1n percent werel 100, 99, 82, 71, 84. 
Aldrin was completely dissipated by the 27th day but to:xaphene and DDT 
vere decreased by only 88 and 8:3 percent by the 42nd day. Barnes et al. 
(1950) reported that during JO days rtlaidues of' parathion and DDT on 
. . 
peache,s declined 98 percent and 84 percent, respectiYely. Hopkins et 
al. (1952) found that negligible residues of parathion, aldrin, lindane. 
BHG, and DDT, re111S1Ded on altalfa at the end of JO days even when applitld 
at a rate of 6 pounds or torlcant pel" acre. The order or materials as 
listed above was the order of disappearance of their residues. Teotia 
and Dahm (1950) ehowd that parathion had a aignif'icantly longer period 
of residual toxicity to house flies than either lindane or aldrin. 
Zeid and Outkomp (1951) found parathion persisted as a translocaW 
insecticidal material in beans for about two weks. Mote (19~0a) re-
ported the parathion residue on hop foliage, resulting f'rom treatment 
with 40 pounds or one percent dust per acre, at the end or tvo weeks 
vas o.6 ppm. :At the same time the residues :f'rom foliage treated "'1th 
11 
0.25 percent dust vas only o •. 05 ppm. Mote (1950b) reported unprocessed 
88lllPles of spinach treated with 1.0 ·percent and 0.5 percent parathion 
dust at a rate or 30 pounds per acre had residues at the end of one 
week of 0.93 ppm and 0.05 ppm, respectively. Processed samples of the 
same treatments tested at the same t .ime showed residues of 0.46 ppm 
and 0.05 ppm, respectively. 
Bacon and Walz (1947) found spinach samples treated with a benzeno 
hexachloride dust containing one percent gamma isomer possessed a de-
cided musty off-flavor. Smith et al. (1949) reported that all fresh 
and canned samples or· peaches which had been spra,yed with benzene 
hexachloride were off-flavored·. Chandler (1949) obtained similar re-
sults with benzene hexachloride on peaches, but found that lindane 
sprays did not impart an off-flavor to the peaches. Samples o.f pota-
toes and tomatoes treated with lindane 1n the gr-eenhouse were associated 
with slight off-flavor· but did not differ significantly from the un-
treated check samples. (Rodriquez et al., 1950). 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Descriptions were made in thi.s section for only those methods or 
materials which were used in several tests. Where they were used in 
. . . 
one- or only a few tests, the method~." or materials were described in the 
"application data•• under the table presenting the test's results or in 
the .. text where the results were discussed. 
Losses of Crops 
During the period 1946 to 1950 data were secured on losses of greeu 
crops caused by aphids and by all insect infestations. Quantitative 
records vere obtained trom five individual truck farms, which inclu:ied 
a commercial farm in each of the four· important production areas of the 
Arkansas River Valley, and the Oklahoma Vegetable Research Farm at Bixb.1. 
The commercial farms selected were representative of the industry in 
cropping systems, operation and sj.z.e but ~odueed a higher proportion 
or spinach-to erueiferous greens than ordinsrily occurred. The combine4 
acreage in the study consisted of 7,662 acres, composed of 61 percent 
spinach and .39 percent erucifers. The crueifers in order of importance 
were curled mustard, tm-nips and kale. The- farms ranged i n size from 
average annual planting or 250 to 1100 acres., 
The majority of the data on losses were based on reports compiled 
by the farm opera tor although in a few instances they were recorded by 
the author , In all cases losses were recorded within one year atter 
the losses occm-red . The losses were recorded as the acreages of erops 
abandoned because of insect infestations.. Losses were classified as 
"caused by all insects" and as "caused by aphids . tt In addition to 
aphids, important insect pests causil'ig losses were the diamondbe.ck moth 
larva, flutella W4S.mJim;nnis (Ct1rt.), on crucifers and the seed-corn 
.· maggot, ftylem:,yp cillcrm-a · (Rond.} l on spinach. Supplementing these 
quantitative data trom .specific farms, a considerable number of obser-
. . 
vations on insect damage were made at irregular periods and varying 
. . 
locations. 
f 
Seasonal Development 
Information on the seasonal development of aphids vas obtained by 
three types of investigations. One investigation, designed to stu:ly 
the seasonal development or the two species on greens crops, included 
consecutive population counts made in specific fields during the two 
years or 1949-1950 and 1950-1951. The second source or information 
consisted of estimates and counts of the aphid population made at ir-
regular times and in various fields of greens crops in the Bixby area 
during the five-year period of 1946-1951. Records or collections made 
- :f'rom host, plants other than greens crops served as a third source of 
information. The population trends in the specific stmy- fields vere 
based on counts of aphids on the leaves selected. at random at each 0£ 
four co1m.ting stations in each field. Counts were made at intervals 
of five ~ seventeen ,days. Each year during the period of 1946 to 1951 
a few observations were made at irregular intervals in each o£ several 
fields in the Bixby Area. These observations consisted of population 
estimates and counts, date of observation, notes on predator-parasite 
activity and plant condition. The results are summarized and expressed 
population 
during the different ·seasons. The intensity of the peak populations 
were classed on four categories.. These categories were as follows: 
11very light," less than one aphid per leaf'J "light," trom one to ten 
aphids per leaf; "moderate," f'rom eleven to twenty-tive aphids per leat; 
and 11heavy,tr more than twenty-five aphids per leaf. Collections of 
aphids were made .from a considerable num.ber or host plants other than 
the collmlel"cial greens .crops. These included both cultivated and weed 
' . 
plants and a few ornamental species. Collections were made at irregu-
lar intervals · and largely incidental to other phases of the investiga-
tions. Collections were recorded only when aphid colonies were observed. 
Cont.rel 'With Insecticides 
' A total of t-wenty-tive tield and laboratory tests were made in the 
investigation of various insecticidal methods for aphid control. Four-
teen insectic1dal toxicants and synergists were tested. These incl med 
nicotine sUl.phate, rotenone., pyrethrum., sabadilla, piperoeyl buto.xide, 
piperoeyl cyclohexenone, DDT,. metho:xychlor, chlordane, benzene hexachlo-
ride, lindane, toxaphene, tetraethyl pyrophosphate,. parathion, and methyl 
parathion. Most of these toxicants were tested in several difrerent 
formulations. Table 1 gives a description of each. formulation incluiing 
the manufacturer or processor • . The materials, in the form of dusts and 
sprays, were applied by hand equipment, power ground equipment, and air-
plane. The majority of hand applications of dusts were made with~ ro-
tary dusters with- a single straight outlet tube equipped with a "fish-
tail" attachment. In a few tests dusts were applied with small plunger-
type dusters. Hand application of sprays were made with a Champion lmap-
sack sprayer. Power application of dust was made with a YB, six outlet., 
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~ power duster. Each outlet was equipped with a urish-tail" attach-
ment. Except as otherwise specified, the outlets were spaced l.aterally 
·at intervals of tvo feet and at a height of approximately-18 inches 
above the tops of the plants . No drag sheets were used.. Dilute sprays 
were applied by a high volume power sprayer at a pressure or 250-.300 
p.s:i i. and at rates of 50 t.o 125 gallons per acre. Concentrate sprays 
were applied by means or a lov-volume power sprayer at pressures of 60-
to 100 p. s.1. .and at rates of 4 to 15 gallons per acre. Except as 
otherwise specified sprayer nozzles were arranged at lateral intervals 
or 30 inches and at a height approximately 18 inches above the tops or 
the plants. In two tests, Stearman airplanes vere used to apply dust 
and spray.. Descriptions or the methods used are given in the "applica-
tion data" of the teQts. 
Residues on Greens Crops 
The determination of the 8l'llounts of insecticide residues on greene 
crops vas made by chemical analysis by the Department or Agricultural 
Chemistry Research of Oklahoma A. and M. College. Residues of parathion 
and methyl parathion were determined by the colorimetric method or 
Averell and Norris (1948). Residues of the chlorinated hydrocarbon 
insecticides we~e measured by an adaptation of the total organic cblor:l;.de 
method by Carter (194?). Samples were extracted with benzene ~ the 
extract f"reed from the solvent. The extract vas taken up in isopropanol 
and refluxed with sodium metal for one~half to two and one-half hours. 
Water was added and the alcohol removed by evaporation. The organic 
chloride thus converted to inorganic chloride was determined by the 
method of Mclean and Van Slyke (1915). In all tests tmtreated samples 
were ~aed a.a eont.rola. 
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The method of sampling used on spinach and radishes differed .from 
that employed on mustard and tender-greens. On the first two crops 
the plant stem was cut at a point immediately below the bottom leaves 
and the entire foliage was included in tbe residue sample.. On the other 
crops the foliage was cut off at a height of two to six inches above 
the gr01.md depend~ on the size and height .of the plant. . This method 
' . 
resulted in the major portion of the petioles and most of the young 
leaves being left 1n the field . Th! two different methods or sampling . 
were used because they coincided with the methods of ·harvesting used 
on commer·cial plantings or the respective crops. 
San1ples of 6 to 20 pounds were collected and placed in large paper 
bags. The bags were closed at the top and securely tied. Residue 
samples were taken to the laboratocy within three hours after collection 
and were then extracted .in benzene or p1aeed in refrigeration at tem-
peratures or 36 to 40 degrees until processed. All samples treated 
with llndane, BHC, or parathion were extracted in benzene or processed 
within 12 hours af'ter collection. Benzene extractions which were not 
immediately analyzed were stored in refrigeration 1n airtight contain-
er s until analyzed. 
The Effect of Processing on Residues.~Tests were made to determine 
what effect certain processei, had on residues on greens crops. The 
processes incluled washing, canning, cooking in an open vessel, cooking 
under pressure, .freezing, and d.Tying. Before processing, the foliage 
clusters or the spinach plants which were collected in the f ield as 
units vere separated into individual leave·s. In v1ashing a sample placed 
in a large pan and immersed in fresh tap water. The sample was stirred 
thoroughly with the hands for two to three minutes and then lifted out 
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and placed in .f.'resh water. These processes were repeated until the 
sample had passed through three lots of water. On removal .f.'rom water 
the sample was allowed to drain and was then extracted with benzene tor 
analysis or was further processed. Two methods of canning were used. 
These were the standard method employed by commercial. canneries in 
packing these crops, and a home canning method. The latter process 
inclmed washing, as described above, blanching, sealing, and cooking 
under pressure. Blanchl.ng WS.! performed by immersing the sample in 
water at a temperature near the boild.ng point .. At the end of three to 
five minutes the sample was placed in cans or jars and sealed. A sut-
. . 
f'icient amount or the blanching -water was added to the container to 
cover the sample. The canned greens were cooked under a pressure of 
15 p ... s:.L for JO minutes. To te.st the effect or cooking in an open 
vessel, unwashed samples were boiled in their own juices for a period 
of 5 minutes. Unwashed samples were also c.ooked under a pressure of 
15 p.s.i. for 30 minutes. To test the effect of .f.'reezing on residues, 
unwashed samples were frozen and stored at a temperature of O degrees 
for 60 days. trnvashed samples were also dried in the open air and sun-
shine for five days. 
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LOSSES OF GREENS CROPS CAUSED BY APHID INFESTATIONS 
The data on losses, presented as crop acreages abandoned because 
of insec.t infestation (Tables 2 to 8), ·_do not necessarily inqicate the 
, ~ 
presence of short-lived or light -infestations. · Neither do they dis-
tinguish between intensities or infestation, since moderate infestationa. 
"' 
caused abandonment in the same manner as heavy infestations . Further-
~re, these data do not measure insect damage in 1t·s entirety. Insect 
damage in the form or reduction in yield, usually caused by stunting 
and mortality of young plants, is not included. As previously stated, 
however, the important damage to these crops is largely limited to con-, 
· tamination of the food products by insects and their debris. Consider-
ing this fact, it appears that these data are of value as a measure or 
the important lossea caused 'by aphids · and other insects. 
Table 7 presents the percent of acreage lo.sees caused by aphids 
each year on all five farms . The same losses caused by all insects 
(aphids included) . are shown in Table 8w Aphids constituted the most 
important type or insect pest for both spinach and crucif'erous crops. 
The average annual loss of spine.ch due to aphids (Table 7) ranged f'rom 
9 pereent in 1948 to 48 per cent in 1946, with the average loss for 
the f'ive-year period being 21 percent. Similar losses of erucif'ers 
(Table 7) varied from 11 percent. in 1947 to 46 percent in 1949. The 
average loss for the period 'Was 28 percent. 
The relative amount o.f losses caused by aphids and by other in-
seet pests can be determined ey comparing Table 7 with l'a.ble 8 .• 
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The loss of spinach due to all insect infestations (Table 8) varied 
from 11 percent (1948) to 55 percent (1946) with an average loss for 
the entire period of 28 perc ant. The c omparative loss by aphids of 
21 percent was approximately three-fourths of all insect losses. 
Losses of crucif erous crops on all f'aivms due to all insects ranged. 
from 24 percent (1947) to 74 percent (1949) with an av~rage of 43 percent 
for the five-year period. Approximately two-thirds of this total or 
28 percent was caused by aphids. The total loss of all crops on all 
fanns due to insects was 2374 acres or 30 percent. The corresponding 
loss due to aphids was 1738 acres or 23 percent. 
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CROPPING PRACTICES 
The cropping practices employed in the production of greens crops 
result in various plantings being in the field during nine to twelve 
months of the year. Since the presence of these crops in the field 
affects the aphid population, a knowledge of the cropping practices is 
essential for an understanding of seasonal development of the pest 
species. 
.. 
Table 9 presents in somewhat simplified form a summary of seeding 
and harvest dates of spinach and crucifers such as. mustard, turnips and 
kale. The relative losses due to aphids is indicated for the different 
dates of planting. The information given represents average estimates. 
Certain specific cases have deviated considerab:zy from these estimates. 
Spinach is usually planted during September, October, November and 
February-March. Plantings made in September and October produced t .he 
11early-" and "late" .fall crops, respectively. The 11earry-over11 crop was 
usually planted in November and the spring crop in February or March. 
In actual practice where weather and other conditions permit, plantings 
may- be made in a community- at intervals of a few day-a from early- Sep-
tember until late November. As a usual practice, however, a single 
grower spaces the different plantings at intervals of two to four 
weeks. Typically, August is characterized by- low soil moisture content 
and high temperatures. Soil moisture and soil temperature conditions 
favorable for the germination of spinach and crucifer seed determine 
when the first plantings can be made in late surmner or early fall. 
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Usually, rains o<;:cur in late August or September and produce favorable 
conditions. In some years, however, because of drouth and high tem-
peratures, seeding may be delayed i.mtil October. A few growers have 
used overhead irrigation equipment to add moisture to the soil and 
thus secure suceessf'ul early seedings. 
The rate of growth of these crops depends ,on the factors of fer-
tility, moisture and temperature. Because of temperatures being usua.111' 
slightly higher in the spring than in the fall, growth is generally 
more rapid at .the former season. Under optimum conditions the period 
between seeding time and harvest has been as short as tour weeks tor 
cruciferous crops and five weeks for spinach. As a general rule, hov-
ever, an additional two to three weeks period is required for plants 
to attain marketable size. When temperatures remain low £or extended 
periods, 90 days or more may be required for crop maturity. 
It is indicated in Table 9 that spinach planted in late fall is 
not harvested until the following February or March. Occasionally, 
spinach planted in October, due to unfavorable growing conditions or 
to insect infestations, is not in condition to harvest before the ad-
vent of freezing weather. Infrequently, the foliage may be harvested 
in the fall or early winter and the cut-over plants allowed to remain 
in the field until the following spring. All spinach crop.a that are 
lef't in the field during the winter are cla..aaed as ".carry-over" spinach 
in this paper. The 11 earry-over" crop sustains more or less injtu""y .from 
low. temperature.s. Injury varies f'rom slight "bui-ning," due to a. ~er-
ate frost, to a degree where a majority or the plants are killed as a 
result of a prolonged period of sub-f'reezing temperatures. Ordinarily 
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injury to the foliage is sufficient to make it t.mmarketable but. not 
extensive enough to kill the majority of leaf' tissues. The bud cluster 
and root system or the plants are seldom seriously impaired. When 
temperatures favorable for eont""inued plant grolrt.h return in the late 
winter the plants develop new: foliage. The semi-dormant "carry-over" 
plants become active and produce a marketable crop earlier than can be 
obtained from spring-seeded spinach. 
f 
SEASONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Among the factors that a£fec.t the seasonal trends of aphid popu-
lations are f'ood plants and shelter, Fedators and ·parasites, and 
climatic conditions. A number of workers~ inelllding Horsfall (1924), 
Broadbent and Hollings (1951), and Harrison and Allen (1943), have 
' r > 
found that temperature was .a very important influence on the seasonal 
development of the· aphid species concerned in this investigation •. 
Temperattn"e influences aphid development indirectly through its effect 
on food plants , and on predators and parasite populations. It also 
affects aphids directly by regulating their Life processes, ineluiing 
feeding, metabolism, and reproduction (Broadbent and Hollings, 1951). 
Lady beetle · larvae and . adults and parasitic wasps of the genus 
Aphidiua appeared to be the most important aphid enemies in greens 
fields dtn"ing the period of the investigation. Syrphid fly larvae and 
aphid lions of the genus Cbryaopa oc-casionally were very effective 
against aphids but usually occurred in effective numbers less fi-equenti, 
than did the lady beetles and parasitic wasps. 
The results given in Figures 1 and 2 and Tables 10 and 12, in 
certain cases, reflect the direct effects of temperature on the seasonal 
trends of the. aphid populations. Dm-ing the fall, 'Winter, and spring, 
when the greens crops are grown, minimum temperattn"es would appear to . 
be one of the limiting factors· in aphid development. A stwy @f maxi-
mum mean temperatures in relation to the population trends showed that 
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daily minimum and mean minimum temper atures were more closely eorre-
lated ,with such trends than were the maximum and mean temperatures. 
The daily minimum temperatures are chatted in Figures 1 and 2 and the 
mean minimum temperatures are given in Tables 10 and 12. 
The Green Peach Aphid on Spinach 
The green peach aphid is apparently active in and around the 
spinach production areas of Oklahoma during the entire year. This 
species is ordinarily present on spinach throughout the winter and 
feeding, grcwth, and reprod~ilction generally occur during a major portion v 
of this period. Normally, minimum temperatures are not sufficiently 
low nor prolonged to prevent the survival of a portion of the nymphs 
and adults on this crop. 
The trends of the population on the fall, "carry-over, tt and spring 
spinach crops during 1949-50 and 1950.51 are shown in Figure 1. Popu-
lation counts were made at intervals verying from five to seventeen 
days. Because cr.it!ca.lly low temperatures seldom occurred and also 
because of the presence of other influential factors there were few 
instances in the population trends during 1949-50 and 1950-51 (Fig-
ure 1) that clearly reflect the effect of minimum temperatm-es on the 
infestation. 
During the last half of November in 1949 there was a general de-
cline in the mean temperatures vhich w.as .eor:related with a decline in 
the population on the tall erop. The situation in 1950 was in certain 
respects, similar. An early cold period on November 12, 13, and 14 
with temperatures of 2.3, 13, and 20 degrees respectively, seemed to 
check the .increasing population. Arter a period of wanner weather, 
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the infestation reached a peak ·of 8 aphids per leaf by November 24. 
On November 31, af'ter a week in which the minim.um temperatures ranged 
f'rom 10 to 28 degrees, the population declined to about one aphid per 
leaf. The crop was harvested a few days later. 
The population trends on the "carry-over" crop differed greatly 
in the two year,s during December and January. In 1949-50 the level 
. ~ . . . 
was never above 2 aphids per leaf in December and was almost at the 
zero point during ~anuary. In 19~0-51, on the contrary, the population . 
level began to ri.se after mid-December and continued to increase lllltil 
a peak of approrlmately nine aphids per leaf was reached by January 23 •. 
Following a cold period f'rom January 26 to Fe'l.ruary 3, when the minim.Ulll 
temperatures ranged f'rom -3 to 21 degrees, the infestation was reduced 
to a very low point .. Prior to this time, the Dee~ber-January tem-
peratures in the two years differed little. 
The population levels on the "carry-ov-er" crop in the two years 
differed greatly in February and March. In 1950 a peak of 6 to 7 aphids 
per leaf was reached by March 16 to March 25. In contrast, in 1951 
the infestation reached a level of 15 aphids per leaf by March 1 and 
continued to increase to a level of 35 aphids per leaf by March 25 
when the crop was plowed under. This difference in the pop'!,1].ations in 
the two years .appears to be due in pert to the fact that . the minimum 
temperatures f'rom February' 19 to March 10 averaged approximately ten 
degrees higher in the second year than in the first. The mean minimum. 
temperature for the period in 1951 vas 1.2. degrees eqmpared with approx-
imately 32 degrees in 1950. During Mareh 11 to May 12 the mean mini-
mum temperature in 1950 was 44 degrees and that for 1951 was 41 de-
grees. 
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The aphid infestation on the spring crop was much higher in 1951 
than in 1950. This was probably due in part to the abundant population 
present on the "carry-over" crop and to the lower temperatures vhich 
vould tend to slo\l the development of the aphid enemies. However, in 
both instances predator and parasite populations developed during the 
latter part of April to t:b.e extent that the aphid infestations were 
sharply reduced. 
In summary, the population trends during the two years wre basic-
ally similar. Beginning in early October the infestation in the fall 
crop .approached a moderate level in November or early December. On the 
"carry-over" crop aphid populations increased in December and January 
but by early February they were again at a very low level. As the 
mean temperatures rose in February and March the population increased 
until late March. Infestations of the spring crop appeared in early 
March and increased tmtil late .April or early May. Infestations during 
the spring vere significantly higher than those in the fall. or winter. 
Predators and parasites were effective in. reducing aphid infestations 
during May in both years. 
These seasonal trends of the green peach aphid population on spin-
ach at the Vegetable Research Station Farm resembled in general the 
seasonal development in the Bixby area during the entire period of in-
vestiga~ion. The results are summarized in Table 10, expressed as the 
estimated intensity and date .of occurrenee of the peak populations dur-· 
ing the different seasons. The trends during the six-year st:wy period 
are in general agreement with those· presented in Figure 1 which were 
based on population eolUlts made throughout the season in certain spe-
cific fields. 
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The aphid populations i n the fall crops were l ow compared with 
those usually present in the "·carry-over" and spring crops. During 
f'our of the f'lve years in which observations were made on the fall 
crop the average peak population was estimated to be "light." Alltlost 
all of the fields incluied in the "light" category had peak populations 
of only one to tbr~e aphids per leaf'. In 1946-4? the peak was estimated 
to be "very light.tt 
On the "earcy-over" crop considerably higher infestations generally 
occurred. In the six-year peri·od the peak. populations were classed as 
'"heavy" dwing two years, "moderate" one year, "light" two years and 
"very light" one year. 
On the spring crop the peak population intensities were approxi-
mately equal to those on the "carry-over" crop. Two moderate deviations 
from this trend occurred in. 1945-46 and 1948-49 when populations on the 
"carry-over" crop vere "heavy" and "light", respectively, while eorre ... 
sponding infestations on the spring crop were both classed as 11moderate . u 
. 
The occurrenc~ or the peak population varied over a period or ap-
proximately one month on the different crops. On the fall crop the 
peaks during the various years occurred from mid-November to early 
December. On the 11 c.arry-over" crop the range was from mid-March to 
early April .. Population pe~s on. the spring crops occurred from early 
April to early May. 
An attempt was made to determine if the estimated peak populations 
(Table 10) were correlated with mean minimwn' temperatures. Little cor-
relation was found but this was not surprising considering the fact 
that detailed population trends were not shown nor determined. Little1 
vari ation in peak population. inten.sitie.s on the fall crop occtUTed in. 
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the different years . The population intensities ranged only from 11very 
light11 to n11ght." In contrast, the mean minimum temperatures in the 
fall months varied greatly in. the different years, ranging from 44 to 
58 degrees in October, from Jl to 40 degrees in November, and fr.om 22 
to J6 degrees in December. 
In the case of the "carry-ov.er" crop there appeared to be a · moderate 
degree of correlation between peak population intensities and the mean 
minimum temperatures for the period of' Janua,ry and February. In the 
tlu-ee years, 1945-46, 1949-50, and 1950-51, when population intensities 
were "moderate·" or "heavy,'' the mean minimum temperatures were from 
two to seven degrees higher than in the three years, 1946-47, 1947-48, 
and 1948-49 · when the peak population intensities wre classed as 11very 
light" to "light .• " In the "moderate" to "heavy" years the mean minimum 
temperatures (degrees F.) of the January-February· period, were as fol-
lowsa. 1945-46, 32.5; 1949-50, Jl.5; 1950-51, 29.5. Corresponding 
temperatures in the "very light" to "light" years were as follows: 
1946-47, 26.5; 1947•48, 25.5; 1948-49, 27.5. It can be noted (Table 
14) that the February temperature.a in the "moderate" to "heavy" years 
ranged from Jl to 35 degrees while in the "light" years they varied from 
25 to 29 degrees. January temperatures showed less difference·s, rang-
ing from 28 to 30 degrees in the f"irst group and from 23 to 28 degrees 
in the second group. 
The peak population intensities did not appear to be associated 
with mean temperatures for March. Similarly, there seemed to be no 
correlation of population intensities on the spring crop with mean 
temperatures for March, April, May or for any period of thirty days 
or longer during the three-months period. 
The Green Peach Aphid on Other Hast Plants 
During the course of the investigation, collections of both species 
of aphids were made from crop plants and uncultivated species. Most 
collections were made at irregular intervals and largely incidental to 
other work. Tables 11 and 13 present lists of plants from whd.ch the 
indioated species was collected and on which it was observed to feed. 
The green peach aphid was collected from a total of forty-seven 
speci&s belonging to twenty-one .families (Table 11) .• Thirty-five of 
the species were cultivated crop or ornamental species. Sixteen of the 
host plants wre crop species which were grown on a commercial scale 
in each of the greens crops production areas. The horticultural crops 
in this category were spinach, mustard, turnip, kale, radish, cabbage, 
bush bean, tomato and peach. The field crop species inclmed corn, 
alfalfa, vetch, mtmgbean, soybean and cotton., Collections vere made 
from eight. species of weeds all of which vere more or less common in 
and around greens en-ops fields. These were lambs-quarter, pokeweed, 
purslane, peppergrass, shepherd's purse, evening primrose, henbit, 
horse nettle and wild lettuce. 
The leading host plant groups were the Mustard Family ( Cruciferae) 
and the Pulse Family (Leguminosae), from each of which eight species 
and varieties were listed as food plants. Other groups of importance 
were the Goosefoot and the Gourd Families. 
As previously deseri~d, spinach is pre~nt as a food plant 
September to June, inclusive. The e.ruciferous greens crops are subject 
to infestation during the fall and spring .. A weed species appears to 
serve as a host during a longer portion of the year than any other 
plant. This species is known as henbit (Lamium amplexicaule b) and 
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belongs t:o t he Mint Family. It is a serious weed pest in ·spinach 
fields and, being cold resistan.t, ordinarily shows a considerable de-
gree or sln"'Vival after periods or sub-freezing temperatures. Living 
fo1iage of this weed is _present in the field throughout the year and 
collect.Lons vere made during the entire year except in late July and 
August. ~ 
During the spring and early summer light inf'estations or 11· .:efil:-
siQM occurred on a ·considerable number of cultivated and veed species. 
However., dU["ing the last hair of July, all or August, and early Sep-
tember, aphid populations vere extremely low and vere fomd on only a 
rev plants. 
The leading spring and summer host appeared to include alfali"a ,, 
potato, lamb's quarter, peppergrass, shepherd's pm-se, sweet pot ato, 
and cucurbits. Aphids were found on alf'ali"a during the ·spring and 
again in the fall. Potatoes usually were .lightly infested from early 
spring to harvest time. No collections were attempted on fall-grovn 
potatoe.s. Aphids were present. on lamb's quarter during the same period 
as on potat.oes. The wild mustards (peppergrass, and shepherd's purse) 
appeared to be lightly infested from mid-spring to late summer. Sweet 
potatoes appeared to be infested from late spring until mid-summer. 
Some of these plants wer-e apparently of little importance as 
secondt:µ7 host because of their limited oecurence in the greens pro-
duction areas. Those that ordinarily occurred in or around most pro-
duction units included the three weed species (l.ambts quarter, pepper-
grass, and shephero•s purse ), alfalfa, and cucurbits as a gr-oup. 
Seasonal Development of the Turnip Aphid 
The records obta:J:ned on the seasonal development of' the turnip 
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aphid on crucifers wer-e similar to those made for .. the green peac.h aphid. 
on spinach. The four-year period of study extended from the fall or 
1947 through the spring or 1951. The sttdy was limited to the tall 
\ 
am spring ~ops since no ·" carry-over" planting or cruciterous greens 
are made in the area .. 
The results of a series. of population coun~s- made during 1949-50 
and 1950-511n~three fields or curled mustard are given in Figure 2. 
The highest intestation of turnip aphids observed during the entire 
investigation occurred in the fall of 1949. Populations 0£ less than 
ten aphids per leaf' increased steadily to peaks of about four hundred 
per leaf' by early November. Adequate moisture and favorable tempera-
tures enabled the plants to make almost normal gro'W'th until mid-October 
despite the increasing infestation. In the following month aphid damage, 
increased to the point, that all plants were severely inj'ured and maey 
were killed. During November 15 to '.25 the population greatly declined,, 
chiefly due to deterioration of the food supply and the activity of 
predators and parasites. 
In 1950 a moderate infestation developed on the spring crop. 
From a low level on April 18 the population reached a p_eak of fifteen 
aphids per leaf' by May 10~ During the suceeeding nineteen days a sub-
sidence occurred followed by a second incline in the population. In 
' 
late May the field vas harvested after it was treated with a dust ea1ta:hdng 
tetraethy:1 pyrophosphate. 
In 1950-51 the infestation level in the fall crop field did not ex ... 
ceed e:even aphids per leaf.. By September 30 a moderate predator popula-
tion was present and apparently accol.Ulted for the decline 1n the light 
population..- In. the spring crop f-1e1d .a heavy int'estation developed. A 
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Figure 2. Population trends of turnip aphid on fall and spring curled nu1tard crops, B~by, 1949-1951. 
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very light population in late March increased to a peak of over 150 
aphids per leaf by May 12. Heavy predator-parasite population reduced 
the numbers .of aphids in the following three weeks. Because of much 
insect debris adhering to the foliage no attempt was made to treat and 
harvest the field. The crop was plowed under in late May. 
In addition to the population trends in fields. where specific 
counts were made (Figure 2), estimates of intestation intensities and 
the occurrence of pop.ulatlon peaks during the .four-year period 0£ 194 7 
to 1951 are given (Table 12). As in the case of the gx-een peach aphid 
(Table 10) the estimates are based on a few counts and observations in 
each of several fields in the Bixby area. These estimates and the 
dat.a presented in Figure 2 show that serious outbreaks of turnip aphids 
may occur in either the .fall or spring. Although the heaviest outbreak 
recorded occmTed in the fall, the fo'ln" years'' estimates indicate that 
the population is more likely to reach the "heavy" or "moderate" level 
in the spring than in the fall. During the four ·years the spring ar-0p 
popUlation was classed as "'heavy" one time, as "niodera:te" two times, 
and as 11·light"' one time., By comparison, the infestation in the fall 
crop was rated as "heavy" once and as "light" tln-ee time.s. 
The effects of temperature on the seasonal development or the 
turnip aphid were demonstrated only to a small extent by the data pre-
sented in ·Figure 2, Table l2 and Table 14. The great .difference be-
. . 
tween the population 1evels in the fall of 1949 and in the other three 
years~ appeared to .be due at least in p,u-t to the abnormally low tem-
peratures in September of the former yee:r. The mean minim.um tempera-
ture was 55 degrees (Table 14) which was approximately 5 degrees below 
normal .for the month. Corres,POnding temperature,s for September in. the 
50 
other years, when aphid infestations were lov, ranged from 59 to 64 
degrees. This indication that lower temperatures tended to favor aphid 
outbrea)cs, was supported to some degree by infestation records on the 
. 
spring er.op (Figure 2 aJ)d Table 12). In 1951, when a "heavy" popula-
tion developed, the me.an minimum temperature for the last half of April 
and the f'irst halt or May was 4.5 ~egrees below the corresponding tem-
perature in 1950 when the infestation was at a "moderate" level (Fig-
ure 2). the. mean m11limum temperature for the thre&.-month period 0£ 
Ma.reh, April and May was 46 degrees in 1951 when the population was 
"heavy"- and ranged .f'rom 47 to 50 degrees in the other three. years when 
the population levels were Dllght8 or "moderate .. '* 
\ 
The· turnip aphid was collected from a smaller number or plants 
than the preceding apbid species ('.fable lJ).. The host listed consisted 
or nine species belonging to three fsmili.es. The Mustard Family (Cru-
cif'erae} ineluied six species, the Composite Family (Compositae) two 
species and the Pulse Family (Leguminosa.e) one species. Seven of the 
nine host plants were commercially-grown Cl"Op species and the re:mstnlng 
tw were weed species quite common in road and fie1d margins of the area. 
j!. psuedobrassicae usually occUETed on mustard and turnips from late 
August to December and from ,early spring to mid-summer. Kale was sim-
ilarly infested except that it was seldom allowed to remain in the field 
after early J,me. · Radishes usual.ly served as host plants only in the 
spring, fall plantings of this crop .se.ldom being made. Collections 
were made from the wild crucifers from early May to August. The turnip 
aphid, like li• PersiC§!, was difficult to find during late summer, 
only occasional individuals or small colonies being observed. 
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CONTROL WITH INSF.CTICIDES 
The results of the tests to control the green pee.ch _aphid in spin-_ 
ach &1:e given in Tables 15 to 21 and in Tables JO and Jl. The data on 
the control of the turnip aphid on crueif"erous crops are presented in 
Tables 22 to 27 and in Table 29. 
Comparative Effectiveness of Toxi.cants 
Six ·of the toxicants showed promise for aphid control. These were, 
parathion, a mixture of parathion with methyl parathion, tetraetbyl 
pyrophosphate, lindane, benzene hexachloride and nicotine sulphate. 
Toxicants which gave generally unsatisfactory results were DDT, chlor-
dane, toxaphene, rotenone, sabadilla and mixtures of piperonyl com-
pounds with pyrethrins and rotenone. 
Tests on the Green Peach Aphid on Spinach. In a laboratory test 
(Table 15) nicotine sulphate dust gave 98 percent control compared with 
93 and f!!l percent control by rotenone dusts and 82 percent by DDT dust. 
In a preliminary field test (Table 16), at application temperatures 
of 57 to 61 degrees F., DDT, rotenone, sabadilla, and nicotine sulphate , 1 
dusts all failed ·to preve~t great increases in the aphid populations 
by the .fifth day af'ter treatment. In a second field test (Table 17) 
dusts containing benzene he:xachlor1d! gave 96 and 94 percent control 
compared to 58 and, 52 percent respectively, by chlordane and rotenone 
dusts . In a comparison of dusts and sprays of organic phosphates 
and lindane {Table 18), all treatments appeared to have given good 
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control by the third day after· treatment. Population comits made eleven 
days after treatment (November 28) showed the percent control to range 
f'rom 76 to 84. On December 8 the corresponding range was 61 to 75 per-
cent. In a test ma.de at an application temperature of 54 degrees 
(Table 19) parathion dust caused 98 percent control compared with 93 
percent and 83 percent, respectiv.ely, by dusts containing lindane and 
tetraethyl pyrophosphate . In a spinach field which was treated with 
a .spray containing te·traethyl pyrophosphate,. the percent control o~ 
tained was 92 (Table 20). Parathion dust gave 92 per cent control 
(Table 21) 'When parathion spray, tetraethyl pyrophosphate dust and lin-
dane produced 86, 87 and 87 percent control, respectively .. 
Tests :to Control the Turnip Aphid on Cruci:fers. The torlcants 
showed about tbe same comparative eff"'ectiveness on the turnip aphid as 
in the cases cited above from tests on. the green peach aphid . When 
applied to kale (Table 22) dusts containing tetraethyl pyrophosphate 
caused 99 and 98 percent control of aphids on the open leaves as com-
pared with 82 percent c,ontrol by a dust containing a mixture or nicotine, 
rotenone and p.iperonyl eyclonene. The difference in the degree of con-
trol of aphids on the terr,dnal bud clusters by the tvo types of dusts 
was much .greater, ranging fr.om 78 to 75 percent by the phosphate dusts 
to only 3.3 percent by the mixture. A comparison of organic phosphates 
and mixtures ot piperonyl compounds with pyrethrin.s and rotenone (Table 
23) showed the percent control obtained by October 18, five days after 
treatment, to be as follows : methyl parathion-parathion spray, 99; 
tetraetbyl pyrophosphate dust, 96; parathion dust, 93; parathion spray, 
92; lindane dust, 84; lindane spray, 75; piperony1 butoxide-pyrethrins-
rotenone :rpra:y, 44; pipero1J¥l. cyclohexenone-p,rethrins rotenone dust, 
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JS. In a comp81"1son of llndane, toxapbene and methoxychlor (Table 24) 
the percent control obtained by the seventh day after treatment was: 
IJndane dust, 84;: llndane spray, 72; toxaphene dust, 70;: toxaphene 
spray, 55; methoqcblor duat, 53; metho:x;ycblor spray,. 45. At the end 
or seven da,yJS, in a test comparing SF8Y'B of organic phosphates and 
liDdane (Table 25}, m&thrl _para~o~atbion produced 99 per·cent c.on-
trol compared with 94 percent by parathion and 84 percent by lindane. 
In a later test (Table 26) at the en4 or nine dqs methyl parathion-
parathion e,prq!S' gave 95 and 91 percent contro-1 while that due t .o lln-
dane sprq and parathion duat were 91 and 89 percent, respectively. 
Due to certain characte1:1stics or plant grovth, adequate · coverage 
of the foliage ot spinach and cruci.terous greens crops was extremely 
diffl.cult, if not impossible, to obtain with most or the toncants 
tested.. The preferred varieties <>f spinach, mustal"d and kale, in this 
area, are of the savoy--type' vith higltly -convoluted and 'Wrinkled leaf 
surf'aces. Under the COJXlitions ordina;r,i.:cy' exi,s.ting, spinach or t-he 
savoy-type develops a compact, rosette type of foliage with closely' over-
lapping leaves. A high plant density generally O-CClJl"S in plant_j.ngs ot 
mustard and turnip greens. As- these tw crops approach maturity, a 
tall , dense mass or foliage ordinarily develops. These plant growth 
eharacteristics or :spinach and 1rwd.terous crops, particular-ly the 
tormer, produce serious barr1ers to the ,effective placement or torl-
eants, Most of the aphid pooulation normally is found in the more in-
accessible situations on the lover surface of leaves, on. leaflets 
nearest the ground, and in wrinkles and pockets formed by the convolu-
tion of the leaf SlJl"face. The facts that aphids do not injest mater! ... 
ale from the foliage. surtace, and that their movement on the plants 
• 
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1.s greatly llm1ted, necessitate the actual bringing of the insecticide 
into eon.tact with the aphid in order to produce mortality .. 
Ea-ch of the six toxicants vh!ch have been the most ettective-
metby'lparathion, parathion,. tetraetql pyrophosphate, lindane, benzene 
hexachloride and nicotine, sulphate - possesses relative high volatilltY' 
or "tum1ng action." Conver aely,. the. lnettective ,materials - DDT, meth-
o::x;ycblor, toxaphene, :rotenone, pyrethrins·,. the synergistic piperoey-1 
compounds and chlordane· - are only' slightly ·volatile. This suggests 
that the -auperiori ty o~ the more volatile toxicants is due. to a con-
siderable extent to their great-er ability to penetrate to the more in-
accessible foliage surfaces and make contact with the aphids .• 
Factors that Influence the Ettecti.veness or Insecticides 
the insecticide control tests were made under varying factors and 
conditions. These variables illclmed foliage charaateristics or the 
erops, ·size of plants, arrangement of plants, type of formulations, 
method of application,. temperature level., wind velocity, and amount of 
water on the foliage. Each of these factors appeared to have some in-
fluence ·en the ef'fecti'fe!less ot treatment. 
Foliage Cbaracteri.atics of Spinach and Crucifers. It has been 
pointed out in an earlier section that the growth characteristics of 
spinach plants, in perticular, as well as that of the savoy-type eruc1-
fel"s presented serious bartlers to t~ erteative placement of' insecti-
cides. The results of certain or the tests suggest that effective 
treatment is more dif.ficult to secure on spinach than on the erucifer-
ous crops.,. -Since a different species of aphids occurred on each of 
the two crops, the results are not directly comparable and, therefore , 
6S 
do not justify a de-tinite oonclusion. In three tests on Cl"UCU"cers a 
metb.71 parath1on-parath1on spray gave an average: control of' the turnip 
aphid o.t 96 percent (Tables 23, 25, and 26). Th18 compared with ·a con-, 
trol of' the green peach aphid o.t '78 percent by the same mater1u 1n a 
test on spinach (Tabl& 18). Parathion l per_cent dust gave an average 
. . 
eontrQl of 91 percent in two tests on orueifers (Tables 26 and 29) 
,co1!lpared to 84 percent in two tests on spinach (Tables 18 and 21). 
Similarly, lindane 1 perce_nt dust produced ·S; pe~cent control or the 
turnip aphid 1n tw tests o--n. crucitera (Tables 23 and 24) and 80 percent 
control of' the green peach aphid in a pair of tests on spinach (Tables 
18 and 21) .. 
Plant Size and Arrangement. IdJdted data wr:e secured on the in-
fluence of plant size and plant ·arrangement or locati.on on control 
meaStres. Tab1e 2.7 summarizes the results Gt a test. to meaStre the 
effects o£ plant height and the lateral distance of plants from duster 
outlets on the effectiveness of tetraethy'l pyrophosphate dust in con-
trolling the turnip aphid on broadcast turnips. The method was more 
e.f'f'eet1ve on plants 12 inch.es 1n height than those 16 inches taµ.. 
Further, the, effectiveness of t .be method decreased as the lateral di,s,-
te.nce ot the plant.a from the outlet.a increased., In a zone within 6 
inches 0£ the outlet the control on the short plants was 99 per.cent. aa 
compared 'With 96 percent on the tall plants. At a lateral distance of 
6 to 12 inches from t.he outlet the level or eontrol decreased to 85 per-. 
cent on short. plants am to 68 percent on tall ones. In the zone 12. to 
18 inches tram tho outlet control dropped to 65 percent on short plants 
and to the very low level 0£ 17 percent ,on tall plants. 
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Some additional information ,concerning the influence 0£· plant ar-
rangement or pl.an location on the effectiveness of treatment was ob-
ta,Ded in a test on spinach. Table 21 show& the comparative effective-
ness of sprqe and dusts on the green peach aphid when applied to 
broadcast spinach and to rowed spinach. The sprayer and duster outleter 
were spaced at lateral intervale -0r 18 inches. In treating the rowed 
spinach a single outlet was pl.aced directly above each row. · In the 
case of each treatment the level of control was higher on the rowed 
spinach than on 't:roadcast :Spina-ch, the increa,e in eff'ec'tiveness ranging 
from 5 to 10 pe~cent. · 
Comparative Ef'f'ectiveness of' Dusts and Sprays. Table 28 gives a. 
S'1lIIDDBry of' results shoving the eomparative &f'f'ectiveness -0f' dusts and 
sprqs. The results of' f'ive comparisons between dusts, and sprqs or 
parathion and lindane are given. Three or the comparisons were .made 
on spiDach and the others, on c:J!'-ueife~ous crops. In four or the com-
pariaons, dusts gave from 4 t,o 9 percent higher eontro1 than their cor-
r .esponding sprays.. In the other case the percent control for parathion 
dust and sprq \18l"e 93 and 92, respectively. The average tor the dusts 
was 85 percent compared to 80 percent .for the sprays. 
·Hand Duster.a CO'mpared with Power· Dusters. Hand dusters were 
definitely more effective £or applying duats conta:tn:tng parathion, 
lindane ~ tetraeteyl pyrophosphate to greens crops than power dusters. 
In a direct comparison (Table 21), parathion l percent dust applied 
with a rotary hand dus.ter gave 99 percent control of the green peach 
aphid as compared to 89 percent t,y the same material applied by power 
duster. In a total or five treatments applied by band duster in the 
71 
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various tests on spinach the average eontro.1 obtained wa_s 9.3 percent. 
In tbea and shdlar tests f'our treatments applied by power duster 
averaged 84 percent. 
In a direct comparison of hand duster application of' tetraetql 
pyrophosphate dust on turnips with ·power duster appliaat.ion (Table 29) 
the f'orJll91"' gave 98 percent oontro-1 and the latta- Ba percent control. 
The avC"age -control ot three treatme~s by hand application to -eruoiter• 
vas 98 percent. while the average, or :seven aimilsr treatments applied by' 
power duster vaa 91 percent~ 
The Innue:nce of Temperature on. Control. The etteets or tempera-
ture on the aetion of volatile, insecticides was reflected in the resulte 
ot certain tests. Table .30 presents a SUJ21DJ8%')" ot the results or- f'our-
tests, tw or which were made at temperat'Ure.s within the range ,or 54 
to 59 degrees F .. and the other two at temperat-urea within the range ot 
?6 to S4 .degrees •.. In the case or nicotine sulphate dust.., the contro1 
cited for 84 degrees (98 percent) was obtaJned in the laboratory •. 
Therefore, the great <U.tf'erence between thi-s f'igµre and the. very- low 
eontrQl level or 13 percent should mt be attributed entir~ly to the 
effects of temperature. The two r,esults., .hoWTer, do indicate that tho 
e.f'!eativeness or the insecticide is adversely- a£'tected b.y- temperatures 
as lov as 59 degreea. The ~a~~ results presented tor the other 
materi.al.s wel"e obtained 1n tvo tests made April 2.3, 1951, and May 7, 
1951.. The Qliq important di.f'f'erence known to -exist in the eondition:a 
or the taa.ts_ vu the variati.on in temperature .levels~ Tetraetb;yl 
p:cyophosphate dust was .a.ttected mos.t by the drop in temperature, de-
creaaing from 19 percent. control at 76 degr-ees to 58 percent. at 54 de-
.greea. Mndane dust- qpu.red to be ~ almost u 11UOh.,. d~ 
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trQlD Tl percent at 76 degrees to 59 per cent at the l.o:wer l.evel or-~ 
perature. Parathiond~ exhibited a smaller :reduction, decllning 
from 8? percent control. to 72 percent. 
The E£f'e-c;,ts of. :Wind Velocities on lnaect1cidal Treatment.. Since 
1n nearly all test.a, tr,atment was .applied dlll'.".ing per!ocis when t-he 
wind velocity was low, no quahtitative data were obtained on the in-
fluence 0£ moderate velocities .in control methods. However, the :re-
1nllts of one test showed that velocities of 2.5-30 m.iles per hom- great~ 
decreased the ef't"ectiveness er dust"8 and sprqs containing tetraetql 
pyrophosphate (Table Jl). - Tetraetbyl pyrophosphate o. 75 percent dust, 
applied with a power dusber at a rate of 45 to 50 pounds per acre, 
produced only 29 percent. control ot the green peach aphid. In the 
same test. tetraetby'l. pyrophosphate sprq .applied at JOO p.a:a. and a 
rate of approxima~ly 0.4 pound ·o.E toxiC8.l'lt per acre, ga-ve a similarl7 
lov 'J.evel ot contro-1 of' 27 percent. In a previously di·scussed test 
(Table 21), tetraetby'l pyrophosphate du.st, applied when. the v1nd ve-
locity was only 3 to 5 miles per ,hour, ,gave 79 percent control or 
aphids. In t.his second ~st, t~e temperature at· application vas 75-77 
degrees compared with a temperature of 72-73 degrees . in the first test •. 
This slight advantage in temperature was probably o.ftset by the .fact 
that the application rate in the second teat YaS but 0.:25 pound of 
tox:lcant per aore compared to 0 .. 35 pound 1n the first test; therefore, 
it would appear that the com~a tively lov level or control in the 
first test vas chiefly due to the high wind velocities. 
The Influence of Water on Foliage on Effectiveness of Insecticides .. 
Results in at laast tw tests showed that treatments of eertain 
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insecticides made on vet foliage ~re 1'ess ei'fective than similar treat-
m.ents applied to f'ollage on which moisture was not easily visible. The 
data indicated that the ef!'ect.1veness of dusts containj.ng tetraeteyl 
pyropho:sphate was markedly reduced and that parathion dust was also 
impaired in effect.iveneas although to a le&ser extent. Lindane dust 
did not appear to be seriously affected.. In a test on spinach (Table 
19) tetraethyl pyrophosphate 1 percent dust gave 8,3 percent aphid eon-
tro.l when apPlied to foliage which appeared to be dry· but caused only 
62 percent control when applied to wet fo~iage. On dry :foliage parathion 
l percent dust produced 98 percent control but its use on wt foliage 
obtained only 90 percent control. Lindane 1 percent was abo~ equally 
effective on dry and wet foliage, the degree of control being 93 .and 
91 percent, respectively.. .In a test to control the turnip aphid on 
turnips with tetraetbyl pyrophosphate dust (Table 29) the level of' con-
trol was closely correlated with the 8.tllQUl'lt or moisture on the foliage. 
This trend was quite· marked in the ease of each or the method.s or aP-
plieation elllPloyed. In plots treated by means of a hand duster, the 
degree Qf control obtained \las 98 percent on plants classed as "dr.r," 
85 percent on plants with approximately the l.ower half .of the foliage 
wet, and 29 percent on plants with most 0£ the foliage wet. The cor-
responding data ror pl.ot.s treated by means o·f a power duster were 88 
percent, 71 -pe;oent and 19 percent.. The application by airplane re-
sulted in 80 percent contr-01 o.n "dry" plants and 21 percent on "wet" 
plants. 
These data were obtained tram field tests whieh inclu:led the 
variable factor of temperature. The temperature at time of application 
of treatment to dry fo_llage ranged from 3 to 6 degees abov$ the 
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temperature when treatment was made to wet foliage (Tables 19 and 29). 
Therefore, the ditf'erences in effectiveness or treatment cannot be 
attributed entirely to the factor o,f vater on f'olia.ge. Data presented 
earlier on the ef'feets of temperature- (Table JO), however, indicate 
- that differences of J to 6 degrees in the teJUperature at time o.f ap-
plication are not sufficiently influential to cause the relative_ly 
great differences in control levels obtained on vet and dry foliage. 
It appears therefore, that the majqr portion or difference in etrec-
tivene~s were d1l8 to the ·taotor ot water on foliage. 
RESIDUES OF INSECTlCIDES ON GREENS CROPS 
Some information was obtained on the eom.paratiYe amounts or resi-
dues that resulted f'rom the use or certain toxtcants on these crops-. 
Parathion and Lindane 
A majority or the residue data Yere obtained from samples collect-. 
ed from plots treated with parathion and llndane. Table J2 shows the 
amount or told.cant recovered f'rom \DlW&shed and unprocessed sampl.es 
-colle.eted in teats on spinach, mustard and radish tops. .In these tests 
similar formulations of the two toxicants were applied at approximately 
the .same rate,._ In all comparable cases or comparison the amount. of 
lindane recovered \laB considerably greater than the amo.unt of parathion 
found. In many instances the amount o.f lindane recovered exceeded that 
of parathion by two to six times. These large differences occurred 
between samples of the two toxicants collected shortly after treatment 
as well as between those collected several days later. No satisfactory 
explanation for the large differences in the amounts recovered of the 
tvo toxicants is known. Nothing was observed or known that indicated 
the, parathion formulations possessed such physical qualities that less 
of the material adhered to the foliage than in the ease of llndane 
formulations. Because or the data from samples collected shortly after 
treatment, the differences cannot be attributed to differential rates 
of deterioration. 
The results 0£ the test on ,apinaeh (Table 32) give information 
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on the rate of decrease of residue.s on plants in the field. Data are 
presented for 88JJlples collected at one hour, four days, and nine days 
after treatment. .Amounts or the two toxicants decreased at about the 
same rate. By the fourth day after treatment the residues had declined 
by 45 to 88 percent b,y oomparison with the levels present at one hour. 
By the ninth day they had decreased by 88 to 96 percent. 
'rable 33 presents the amounts of toxicants recovered trom canned 
samples. Samples were collected at intervals after treatment ranglng 
from twelve hours, to ten days. The processing incident to and ineluied 
in canning apparent1y eliminated ·a high percentage of insecticidal 
residues. The .largest e.mount of toxicant recovered was 0.4 ppm. In 
l2 of the 15 88UlPles analyzed, the amount of toxicant recovered was less 
than 0.2 ppm and in 4 or these 12 samples no insecticide was f"Ound. 
These data indicate that at rates ordinar1l1' required for aphid control 
(0.2 to 0~4 pound toxicant per acre) the amount of toxicant that vill 
appear in greens canned shortly arter treatment will be less than one 
ppm. Greens ea.nned ten days after treatment would be expected to con-
tain only traces or no told.cant at all. 
Toxaphene, Metho:xychlor, DDT and Aldrin 
Analyses were made on a tev samples taken trom plots treated with 
toxap)J.ene, metho::q'chlor, DDT and aldrin. These results are shown with 
the results of an aphid centrol teat (Table 24) and in Tables 34 and 
35. Each of these chemicals has been shown by JD8D1 stu:iies to· persist 
as re.sidues on plants for long periods as compared to parathion am 
lindane. A small amount of i.nf"ormation was obtained in one test (Table 
34) on the persistence or these chamieals on spinach during a period 
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of nine days after treatment. Ea@ insecticide was applied in the form 
of a dust, wettable powder spray, and emulsion Spr8J7. Because, of the 
lower level of toxicity to most insect species, toxaphene and DDT Wl"i8 
applied at rates several times that of the other materials. These 
greater application rates naturally result in correspondingly higher 
residue levels. By compar1-son, the amount of toxicant recovered from 
samples collected one hour after tre~tment with toxaphene and DDT ranged 
from 92 to 216 ppm., greatly exceeding levels of ll to, 69 ppm. f'ound 
on samples treated '4th the other chemicals. Residues recovered from 
samples collected on the ninth day art.er treatment give a measurement 
of the rate of decrease of the different toxicants on the plants .. The 
three DDT formulations showed deereaees ranging f'rom 47 to 74 percent. 
Records on to:mphene dust and vet-table powder spray showed de-creased 
of 73 to 45 percent, respectively. Aldrin dust residues decreased 70 
percent. Reeords were not obtained on the wettable powder and emulsioa 
sprays or aldrin for the ninth day, but the rates of decrease or resi-
dues of these two formulation during the first follX' days were ·roughly 
equal to t hat of the dust for the same period. By the ninth day de-
creases or 92 and 90 percent were shown ey lindane, dust and emulsion 
spray, respectively. Similar residue decreases for parathion ranged 
from 88 to 96 percent. 
The l"equired rate of application or parathion and lindane is se1-
dom above and ll5ual~ less than one pound per acre as contrasted with 
a rate, of several potmds per acre necessary for effective, use or DDT 
and toxaphene. The rate or disappearance of parathion and lindane 
residues from plants is considerably greater than that of DDT and 
Toxaphene. There£~, the use -0£ the i'QrXQer inaectieide.s on gr.e.ens 
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crops results in less residue hazards than would the use ot the latter. 
The Effect or Proeessing on Residues 
A moderate· amount of information was ·obtained en the effect of' 
e.ertain processes on residues of parathion .and lindane. The most im-
portant process involved was eann1ng which consisted or sub-processes 
of washing, blanching, and pressure-cooking~ In addition, the. specific 
processes or washing, cooking in e.n open vessel, cooking under pressure, 
f'reezing and drying were tested separately. 
An indication of' the general effects or canning on residues or 
parathion and lindane can be seen by comparing certain dat:a. &om Tables 
32 and 33. Table J2 gives the residues found on unprocessed samples 
while Table 3.3 shows those found on canned samples. At four d~s alter 
treatment 1lllprooessed samples (T'able 32) bad residuas ranging f'rom J.5 
to 29 .. 6 ppm. At 3 to 4 days canned samples (Table 33) shoved O to 0.4 
ppm. In Table 35 two co.mparisons ere presented vbich .involve toxaphene 
treatments. Unwashed and miprooessed samples were fomid to have resi-
dues of over 79 ppm. at four days after treatment. Canned samples col-
lected f'rom the same treatments at the same time had residues of only 
2.6 to 2.8 ppm. One, other comperison to illustrate the ef1'ect of can-
ning on residue levels is given in Table J6. From unprocessed samples 
to which a knovn amount or parathion had been added, 182 MMG of toxi-
cant were re.covered. Canned samples of the same lot of' mustard was 
.found to contain only 16 MMg. On .the basis of these three direct. com-
parisons presented in Tables 35 and .36, canning reduced residue. leYels 
91 to 96 percent. 
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Freezing 
Tables 37 and JS present data that indicate the effect or certain 
specific proceeses on residues or parathion and lindane. Freezing bad 
the least effect or any of the processes. In f'olll" treatments (Tabl.es 
37 and .38) the. average reduction in residue, compared to 1.mprocessed 
samples, va's 34 percent. 
Washing 
The results or a total .or 16 comparisons between washed and un-
washed samples treated with dusts and sprays are given in Tables 37 
and 38. The average reduction or parathion residues on spinach was 45 
percent. In three comparisons on muatsrd the average decrease was 55 
percent. In two comparisons on spinach (Table· 37) washing reduced 
lindane :residues an average ot .37 percent. In three comparisons on 
mustard the average reduction of lindane residue was 90 percent. The 
effect of washing on residues on radish tops is given in Table .39. 
Residues or parathion emulsion were reduced 25 peroent, from 2.8 to 
2.1 ppm. On }-indane treated samples the reductions were 37 percent 
for the dust and 57 percent for the emulsion. The difference in the 
effect. of vashing on DDf residues was very great. The dust residue 
was reduced 93 percent. but the spray residue was reduced only 13 percent. 
Cooking 
Cooking reduced insecticidal residues to a greater .extent than 
any or the processes (Tables 36, 37 and 38). Cooking spinaeh in. an 
open vessel reduced parathion residues 93 pe?"eent. Cooking under pres-
sure reduced the same toncant by 96 percent. In a test on mustard 
(Table 38), parathion residues were redueed 79 and 95 percent by cookillg 
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in open ve.ssel and under pressure., respectively. In the same test lin-
dane residues were reduced 87 percent by cooking in an open vessel. 
In another test (Table 36) cooking in an open vessel reduced the para-
thion residue rt percent. 
Drying 
In the 88llle test (Table .36) drying samples for five days in the 
open air and sunshine caused .a decrease of 93 percent in the parathion 
residue. 
The data on the etf'ects of these processes on residue .shov much 
variation, indicating considerable experimental error. Therefore they 
cannot be w,ed as a basis to predict speci.fic reductions that can be 
expected to oeeur, from the use of the processes. They do indicate, 
however, that each or the processes investigated does .materially reduce 
residues ·Of parathion and lindane on these crops .• 
The Effect .or Type of Insectioide.l Formulation on Residues 
A stmy ot the de.ta obtained on residues did not reveal any con-
sistent _ trends that would indicate the type or f:ormul.ation atfected 
the amount of residue occurring on the plant.. Generally the residue 
levels were .e.ppollimately the same where dust and sprays were applied 
to put on the same, amount or torlcant per a.ore. Furthermore, the~ type 
of formulation did not .appear to affect the rate of reduction of residue 
levels by the various proeessft-S used. 
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RESULTS OF FLAVOR TESTS 
Three tests were made- to determln& if' certain insecticides af-
fected the flavor or spinach. Table 40 gives the results or a taste 
te.st made on spinach treated twice with dust and sprays containing 
benzene hexaehioride. Samples were collected at 15 days and 31 days 
after the last treatment. While still warm.,. moderate servings or cooked 
spinach were placed on plates and tasted and sniffed for orr-f'lavors. 
All three treatments were judg-ed to have affected the fiavor or samples 
collected at 15 days af'ter treatment4 Samples treated with dust or 
spray at a rate of 4 pounds of benzene hexachloride per acre were 
classed as having slight ,off .. f'lavor. Those which received 8 pounds 
per acre wre classed as having moderate o!'f-flavor. Thirty-one. days 
after treatment ssmples from plots treated with the lower rate wer-e 
described as possessing normal flavor. However,. those from plots 
treated with 8 pounds per acre were classed as having slight off-flavor. 
In two later tests (Tables 41 and 42) flavor tests were made on 
two varieties of spinach canned at 10 and 20 days after t.reatment. 
The insecticides involved incluied a mixtm-e of methyl parathion and 
parathion, llndane, and parathion. The materials were applied at the 
slightly low rates of 0.1.3 to 0.20 pound of toxic.ant per acre. The 
ta.ste test panels consisted of 7 to 10 persons. In no instance in 
a.it.her or the tests did more than two persons of a panel fail to class 
a sample as normal in flavor. In several eases one or two persons 
classed a sample as having a trace of off-flavor. It should be pointed 
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out, howver., that one of the samples thus described was an untreated 
check (Table ,42). None of the members of a panel classed any of the 
samples as having a definite off-flavor • 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation of aphids infesting commercial greens crops 
was made during 1946 to 1952, inclusive. The objectives, in order of 
importance, were (a) to develop satisfactory methods of control with 
insecticides, (b) to study the seasonal development or the species of' 
aphids, and (e) to determine the losses caused by these insects. Losse 
were recorded from a total of 7,662 acres, of crops grow on five £arms 
during 1946 to 1950. Data on seasonal development of the green peach · 
aphid and the turnip aphid were based on (a) a two-year study of popu-
lations of each species 1n .specific fields of greens, (b) supplemental 
data taken in several other f.ields in the Bixby Area during 1946 to 
1951, and (c) observations and collections of the .species of aphids 
on host plants other than greens crops. Twenty-five field and labora-
tory tests, made on insecticidal methods of control, involved the te.st,... 
1ng of fourteen . toxicants and synergists in a total of thirty-nine 
different formulations. The results included information on the ef-
fects of certain plant and weather factors on the effectiveness of 
insecticide treatments. In nine of these tests a total of 166 greens 
samples were analyzed chemically for residues. Data were obtained in 
five tests which showd the effects of processing on residues. Spin-
ach was examined w deteirmine if the flavor yere impaired by insecti-
cide treatment in ·three tests. 
The leading commercial greens crops of Oklahoma, in order of im-
portance, are spinach, mustard,. turnips, and kale. Aphids are the 
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chief insect pests, having caused a loss of 23 percent of the entire 
acreage, a.s compared with 7 percent due to all other insects, during the 
period 1946 to 1950. The important species of aphids are the green peaah 
aphid, M:y:zus persica.e ·(Sulz . ), on spinach, and the turnip aphid, fil!Q.-
palosiphum pseudobrassica.e (Davis), on cruc1fers. !f. persicae appears 
to be active in and around the .spinach production areas during the entire 
year, being present on spinach from October to May, inclusive, and oc-
curring in light in.festations during the summer on a large .number of 
cultivated and wild plants . The heaviest infestations generally occur 
on the "cury-over" and spring crops or spinach. The turnip aphid usu-
ally occurs on erucif'erous greens crops from August to December· and 
during the spring. Serious outbreaks may occur during either the fall 
or spring . Collections of j!. pseudobrassicae were limited to the mem-
bers of the Mustard Family, lettuce, and bush beans. Below normal tem-
peratures in the early fall, mid-fall and spring, and above normal tem-
peratures in the late fall and winter, appeared to favor aphid develop-
opment. Sub-freezing te~peratures did not seem to cause an immediate 
reduction of' the population unless they were near or below O degrees F. 
Six toxicants, possessing relatively high volatility, showed promiee 
for aphid control. Parathion and a mixture of' parathion with methyl 
:parathion, followed by lindane, were the most satisfactory of these 
:materials . Tetraethyl pyrophosphate was highly effective when applied 
under dry and warm conditions but was much less effective when applied 
to wet foliage or when temperatures were below 60 degrees F. Nicotine 
sulphate was similarly affected by- temperatures. Benzene he.xachloride 
was effective as an aphicide but imparted an off -flavor to f ood pro-
ducts. A number of relatively non-volatile materials, including DDT, 
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methoxychlor, chlordane, toxaphene, rotenone, sabadilla and mixtures of 
piperonyl compounds with pyretbrins and rotenone vere genera.lly ineffec-
tive. 
The presence of more convolutions and inaccessible cavities on 
spinach foliage appeared to explain lower levels or control obtained on 
this crop as compared with those secured on turnips and mustard. The 
ef'fectiven.ess of dusts declined with increases in the size of the plant 
and the lateral distance of the plant from the duster outlet. Hand dust-
ers vere more effective than power dusters. Dusts were more effective 
than sprays containing the same toxieants. The effectiveness of tetra-
ethyl pyrophosphate dusts and sprays was greatly reduced at wind veloc-
ities of 25 to 30 mph as compared with that of treatments made at ve-
locities below 10 mph. Water on foliage markedly reduced the effective~ 
ness or tetraethyl pyrophosphate but. affected parathion and lindane 
much less. Tetraethyl pyrophosphate and lindane were much less effec-
tive than parathion at temperat.we.s below 60 degrees F. 
Residues of parathion or linda:ne on unprocessed samples at nine 
days after treatment ranged from l to 6 ppm. Residues of DDT and t oxa-
phene under similar conditions varied from 33 to 89 ppm. Residues of 
parathion and llndane on canned samples co.llected three to four days 
after treatment ranged from 0.0 to 0 . 4 ppm_. Canned samples collected 
ten days after treatment contained only traces of or no torlcant. Each 
of the processes of washing, cooking, freezing , and drying markedly 
reduced residues of insecticides on greens crops •. 
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